Combined therapy in the treatment of mixed etiology leg ulcer – case report
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Abstract: The most frequent causes of leg ulcers are chronic venous disease (CVD) related mainly to venous hypertension and peripheral arterial disease (PAD) related to disseminated atheromatous lesions in lower limb arteries. In 15%–21% of patients, ulcers of mixed venous-arterial etiology occur, which are usually more resistant for conservative therapy (compression therapy, pharmacotherapy, wearing elastic stockings, leg elevation and massage, change of lifestyle, and regular physical exercises). The contemporary model of complex therapy of leg ulcers in the course of chronic venous and arterial insufficiency more often also comprises numerous physical therapy procedures as associated therapy. This paper presents beneficial results of treatment applied to a 58-year-old patient with 1-month lasting painful chronic ulcers of both shins of mixed venous-arterial etiology, resistant to conservative therapy, which was performed by using the device Laserobaria-S for local combined physical therapy including simultaneous action of hyperbaric oxygen, extremely low-frequency (ELF) variable magnetic field, and low-energy light radiation. As a result of a 9-week therapeutic cycle consisting of 30 daily procedures, a complete healing of ulcers in both shins with accompanying subsidence of pain and substantial reduction in the intensity of local inflammation around the ulcer was obtained. The patient reported no side effects, and no complications were observed during the therapy.
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Introduction

The most frequent causes of formation of leg ulcers are chronic venous disease (CVD) and more rarely peripheral arterial disease (PAD).

CVD is among the most frequently occurring problems encountered in healthcare systems in both developed and developing countries. For example, in the United States, more than 30 million people have some form of CVD.1 It should be emphasized that prevalence of CVD is 10 times higher than that of PAD. CVD is a major source of morbidity with an incidence of 92 cases per 100,000 hospital admissions annually. Most of the admissions are related to venous leg ulcers, the most advanced clinical manifestation of the disease, occurring in ~0.1%–0.3% of the western population each year, and it increases with age, affecting up to 2% of the population aged >80 years.2–4 The annual direct cost of treating CVD in the United States is ~3 billion dollars, and in Germany, the annual average cost of illness for a patient with a leg ulcer has been estimated at 9,060 euros.2,3,5

Chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) is a condition resulting from the hemostasis in veins. The main cause of CVI is the injury of the veins transporting blood from lower extremities to the heart. Venous valves have to function efficiently for the blood to
be able to cope with gravity without problems. Disturbances make a part of the blood return (the so-called venous reflux), and thus remain in the veins, extend them, and hamper their proper functioning. This may lead to the formation of lasting swelling of lower limbs, which in turn may result in chronic trophic lesions or varicose ulcers in the shin. Actually venous hypertension is considered as primary cause of symptoms of CVI, among them skin lesions resulting in the formation of venous leg ulcers. Venous hypertension is thought to cause CVI by the following sequence of events: increased venous pressure transends the venules to the capillaries, impeding flow, low-flow states within the capillaries cause leukocyte trapping, trapped leukocytes release proteolytic enzymes and oxygen-free radicals, which damage capillary basement membranes, then plasma proteins, such as fibrinogen, leak into the surrounding tissues, forming a fibrin cuff, next interstitial fibrin and resultant edema decrease oxygen delivery to the tissues, resulting in local hypoxia which results in the formation of inflammation and tissue loss.

CVI in the area of lower extremity is less frequently caused by narrowing of vascular lumen, loss of patency of the blood vessel, or sub-patency condition, caused by thrombosis or secondary lesions in the course of post-phlebitis syndrome. Other risk factors for CVD include older age, family history, female sex, pregnancy, obesity, occupations performed while standing, high-impact physical activity, habits of tobacco smoking and excessive alcohol consumption, and also comorbid conditions such as deep vein thrombosis, superficial thrombophlebitis, and obstructive sleep apnea.

PAD is caused by disseminated atheromatous lesions in arteries, which lead to constriction or even complete occlusion of blood vessels, with subsequent limitation of blood supply in lower limbs. Due to strong compensatory efficiency of human organism the symptoms of PAD appear relatively late, when the disease is in advanced stage. The incidence of PAD increases with age. Other risk factors for this disease are type 2 diabetes, arterial hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, male sex, and tobacco smoking. The most common symptom of PAD is pain in calf muscles with increasing intensity while walking and subsiding at rest (so-called intermittent claudication) and difficulties in limb motion. Additionally, patients suffer from coldness of the limbs, muscle numbness and spasms, and also muscle hardening after physical activity. In advanced stage of PAD, often a critical lower limb ischemia appears with accompanying strong pain and formation of chronic wounds (ulcers), which are usually very painful, with subsequent necrosis of tissues. Frequently, secondary bacterial infections occur within the area affected by the wound, which become bright red and have inflamed margins. Non-treated ulcers could finally lead to limb amputations which in case of arterial insufficiency are significantly more frequent than those in patients with CVI (1.2%).

A remarkably high proportion of all leg ulcers are caused by CVD, but in 15%–21% of patients, a mixed venous-arterial etiology of ulcers occur, with coexisting arterial insufficiency during the course of chronic ischemia of limbs. Such ulcers are more resistant for standard therapy, as average time to complete healing for venous ulcers is 5.9 months, while for mixed etiology ulcers, 7.4 months. Lack of diagnosis of arterial ischemic component of leg ulcer results in ineffectiveness of therapy and can last for many months or even years and sometimes in significant worsening of local status, especially in case of advanced limb ischemia. In order to avoid such problems, it is necessary to pay more attention to the estimation of efficiency of arterial system in patients with leg ulcers, especially before the beginning of high pressure compression therapy.

Nowadays, the results of treatment of leg ulcers still remain unsatisfactory, despite the contemporary diagnostic and treatment opportunities. Moreover, numerous diseases of veins and arteries, if not treated effectively or not treated at all, may lead to life-threatening consequences, including various systemic manifestations that endanger the health and life of patients or serious complications regarding extremities.

In patients with leg ulcers of various etiology, a complex rehabilitation procedure is required to enable patients to remain self-dependent and move around without aid. The treatment of CVI should be a multi-stage process, in which two main directions of patient management may be distinguished: conservative treatment, and surgical treatment and increased tissue oxygenation. The aim of the conservative treatment is to reduce the intensity of manifestations already present and to slow down the further progression of the disease. Among the methods of conservative treatment, it is of great importance to have proper and long-lasting application of compression therapy that enables both healing of ulcer and prevention of its recurrence. For venous ulcers, high compression pressures of at least 40 mmHg at the ankle level should be used, and for mixed etiology ulcers, lower pressures are recommended. The conservative therapy also includes pharmacological treatment (pentoxifylline, sulodexide, micronized purified flavonoid fraction (MPFF), and local antiseptic drugs or sometimes systemic antibiotics and for
mixed etiology ulcers additionally acetylsalicylic acid, anti-coagulant drugs, and statins), wearing elastic stockings, leg elevation and leg massages, change of lifestyle – abstaining from condiments (eg, tobacco smoking, alcohol consumption), as well as regular physical exercises (eg, marching, walks, swimming, and cycling).

The eligibility for surgical treatment is based upon the location of the stenosis/stenoses in blood vessels, the assessment of stenosis degree, and the intensity of complaints; it also takes into account the lack of effects of conservative treatment.24

The contemporary management model of complex therapy of leg ulcers in the course of chronic venous and arterial insufficiency more often also comprises the physical therapy procedures as associated therapy.26,27 Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) or combined therapy procedures, consisting of joint application of HBOT and at least two other physical factors as extremely low-frequency (ELF) variable magnetic field and low-energy light radiation are the modern solution applied. Hyperbaric oxygen affects the human body by eliciting systemic changes related to the functioning of the respiratory and circulatory systems, as well as topical/local action related to intensification of healing of chronic wounds. Increased oxygenation of tissues results, among others, in acceleration of fibroblast proliferation, faster regeneration of ischemic parts of skin, speeding up the process of granulation tissue growth and epidermization of wounds, intensification of angiogenesis process, as well as improved supply and draining of tissues with and of blood.28 ELF variable magnetic field causes improvement of tissue microcirculation, stimulation of angiogenesis and vasodilatation, as well as stimulation of fibroblasts resulting in increased synthesis of collagen, as well as strong analgesic effect related to local inhibition of inflammation nearby ulceration and stimulation of activity of endogenous opioid system.29 In turn low-energy light radiation causes among others stimulation of collagen synthesis by activated fibroblasts, improvement of blood supply in tissues nearby ulceration due to vasodilatation effect, and stimulation of lymphatic drainage, as well as strong anti-inflammatory and analgesic effects.30

Taking into account that mechanisms of therapeutic action of the above-mentioned physical factors are complementary to one another, in the group of patients with chronic leg ulcerations of various origin, one can expect beneficial effect of simultaneous action of those physical factors on the course of the process of wound healing, which could have an additive or synergistic character.

Case presentation
A written informed consent has been provided by the patient to have the case details and any accompanying images published.

A 58-year-old patient diagnosed previously with CVD in stage C6EnAsPo of the CEAP classification was admitted to Department of Internal Medicine, Angiology and Physical Medicine of Medical University of Silesia in Katowice due to ulcers of both shins, caused by chronic mixed venous-arterial insufficiency and accompanied by acute pain, which appeared for the first time in his life and lasted for 11 months in spite of the treatment. The medical documentation revealed that the patient had been previously hospitalized a few times during those hospitalizations and in ambulatory treatment, various forms of standard pharmacotherapy were used (pentoxifylline, sulodexide, and local antisepic therapy), as well as daily local wound management and compression therapy by using stretching stockings were applied, due to above diagnosis, yet with no significant improvement. So far in the patient’s treatment, no methods of physical therapy were applied. Additionally, the patient was efficiently treated for arterial hypertension and hypercholesterolemia. He did not suffer from any other comorbid diseases that affect the healing of type 2 diabetes.

The patient was moderately overweight with the body mass index (BMI) value of 27.5 kg/m². He did not smoke tobacco, and he used to drink alcohol only occasionally.

The physical examination at admission performed according to Romanelli et al31 revealed extensive trophic lesions in both shins with accompanying numerous shallow ulcers of variable size with maximal surface of a single ulcer ~30 cm² located around the shin in connection with each other, thus encircling the shin and covering in total of about 25%–50% of its surface. All ulcers had irregular sloping edges, bottom with fibrinous, granulating base, and low exudate levels. Nearby ulcers of persistent inflammatory lesions of the skin of dermatitis type, dark brown in color with accompanying atrophic changes of the hypodermis, were observed. The shins were stretched and very painful, with the presence of slight edema and purulent coating before debridement. Also, a fibrous ring was noted above the ankles, constricting the entire shin circumference (the extremity looked like a champagne bottle standing upside down). Tremulous pulse in lower limb arteries, particularly in the area of dorsal arteries in both feet, posterior tibial arteries, and popliteal arteries, was detected. In Figure 1, the local status before the beginning of therapeutic cycle is presented only for right shin, as it was practically equal as in other one.
In the Doppler ultrasound imaging, numerous sites of stenosis in small saphenous and popliteal veins in both the lower extremities without significant signs of venous reflux, as well as many calcifications in vessel wall, typical for profound atherosclerotic lesions and significant stenosis sites in arteries at various levels, especially in popliteal, radial, posterior tibial, and dorsalis pedis arteries with substantial hemodynamically significant stenosis in most of them, were found.

The value of ankle-brachial index (ABI) for right leg was 0.8 and for left leg was 0.7, which are indicative of moderate ischemia of both legs in the course of PAD and accepted as end point for high compression therapy.

Based on the results of physical examination, measurement of ABI index, as well as the Doppler ultrasound imaging findings, the shin ulcers were finally diagnosed as mixed venous-arterial ones.

Before and after the end of the treatment, the subjective assessment of accompanying pain intensity was also performed by the patient, with the use of visual analog scale (VAS; 0 points – no pain experienced, 10 points – maximum intensity of pain). Before the beginning of the therapeutic cycle, the score was 8.

After the consultations (angiologist, vascular surgeon), the patient was found to be eligible for physical treatment by using the device Laserobaria-S (Inventmed Sp. z.o.o., Świętochłowice, Poland), for local combined physical therapy procedures. This method of treatment of chronic non-healing leg ulcers was approved. During the procedures, the lower extremities placed in the therapeutic chamber were simultaneously exposed to the following physical agents:

1. oxygen, having the pressure of 1–1.5 mBar and flow of about 5 L/min,
2. ELF variable magnetic field with sinusoidal course of impulse, frequency of 40 Hz, and magnetic field induction of 15 mT,
3. low-energy red light with the wavelength of 650 nm and ultraviolet radiation with the wavelength of 410 nm.

The therapeutic cycle comprised a total of 30 daily procedures, performed once a day for 5 weekdays and interrupted for Saturday and Sunday. The cycle was divided into two series of 15 procedures, with a break of 3 weeks between them. During the procedure, which lasted for 30 minutes each time, the patient was sitting, while both his legs, one by one (the left leg followed by the right one), were placed inside the therapeutic chamber, which was closed by means of a sealing sleeve (Figure 2). After each procedure, in order to provide antisepsis and mechanical protection, the wound was provided with antiseptic dressing, and compression therapy with Coban bandage for 7 hours daily on both the legs was applied. The chamber was disinfected after each procedure. During the therapeutic cycle of Laserobaria-S procedures, a standard pharmacotherapy (pentoxifylline, sulodexide, MPPP-micronized purified flavonoid fraction and acetylsalicylic acid) was also applied.

Throughout the therapeutic cycle, dynamic healing of wounds has been observed, along with gradual generation of new granulation tissue and progressing epidermization process. Ultimately, as a result of therapeutic cycle (9 weeks in total), the ulcers healed completely at the same time in both the legs, and moreover, the pain subsided altogether (subjective pain intensity in the VAS score was estimated by the patient as 0 points). Also, a substantial reduction in the intensity of local inflammation around the ulcer was observed. The patient reported no side effects, and no complications were observed during the therapy.

The local status of both the legs after completion of the therapeutic cycle with the use of Laserobaria-S device (a total of 30 procedures) is presented in Figure 3.

The positive result of treatment allowed the patient to return to fully independent life and to come back to his activities of daily living.

After the end of hospitalization, according to actual guidelines, the continuation of modified compression therapy (pressure below 40 mmHg at the ankle level due to
arterial insufficiency) using a stiff system with frequent reassessment and monitoring for ischemia and pressure damage, wearing of elastic stockings, pharmacotherapy (pentoxifylline, sulodexide, MPPP-micronized purified flavonoid fraction, and acetylsalicylic acid), as well as reduction of body mass to the value of BMI $< 25$ kg/m$^2$, total avoidance of condiments, and increase of the intensity of physical activity (walking exercises) were recommended.

**Discussion**

The search for various solutions that may enhance the efficacy of treatment of chronic wounds still remains a substantial clinical challenge and requires extensive knowledge as well as abilities in treatment planning. In the medical practice so far, this knowledge has often not been complete or limited due to high costs of suitable equipment, thus the application of routine therapeutic procedures prevailed.

In recent years, significant progress has been observed resulting from studying the processes involved in healing of chronic wounds.\textsuperscript{26,27} This is the basis for the introduction of complex therapy with the use of not only one but also numerous innovative therapeutic methods, which is much more efficient affecting both shortening of healing time and improved quality of esthetic results concerning the skin lesions treated. At present, the traditional methods of standard wound care, consisting merely of wound debridement,
daily dressing change, application of topical pharmacological substances, and compression therapy, are not sufficient. Physical procedures with suitable configuration of physical parameters prove to have synergies related to intensified epithelization, improved blood supply, nourishment, and oxygenation of tissues, which promote substantially quicker and more effective wound healing. In many cases, physical procedures may be applied as the only efficient method of treatment. \textsuperscript{26,27} Inclusion in the program of complex therapy physical medicine procedures such as local HBOT, magnetotherapy with the use of ELF variable magnetic fields, as well as phototherapy procedures, the mechanisms of which comprise improvement of tissue blood supply and partial oxygen pressure in tissues, thus enhancing regeneration processes and intensifying epidermization processes, hereby reduces the wound healing time and beneficially decreases pain ailments of patients undergoing treatment. \textsuperscript{26,27,32}

The results of treatment achieved in the patient described above indicate that the application of physical procedures in the form of combined physical therapy applied by using one device constitutes an efficient method supporting classical wound treatment. The device applied in this method is relatively cheap and easy to operate, and the costs of the treatment including mainly the purchase of hyperbaric oxygen and materials for disinfection, as well as depreciation of the device, are lower as compared to routine treatment (longer time of hospitalization, consumption of more time of nurses and doctors, expensive antibiotics, and wound dressings). \textsuperscript{33,34} Moreover, the method itself is well tolerated by patients and does not cause negative side effects. However, some negative sides of this form of therapy should be mentioned; as for the safety reasons regarding the use of hyperbaric oxygen, there is a need of daily treatment in medical institution with the exclusion of the ambulatory treatment at patient’s home and the potential possibility of infection despite disinfection measures after each procedure could not be excluded.

Conclusion

The application of physical procedures in the form of complex therapy with the use of Laserobaria-S device is potentially effective in patients with chronic mixed venous-arterial etiology leg ulcers, as it enables to achieve a complete healing of ulcer and subsidence of pain in relatively short time, without any complications or side effects. In future, after carrying out randomized clinical trials regarding the therapeutic efficacy and safety of this method, it could be an advantageous supplement to the standard methods of treatment of mixed venous-arterial etiology leg ulcers.
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